The Retromolar Space and Wisdom Teeth in Humans: Reasons for Surgical Tooth Extraction
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Abstract

Objective  This article explores the problem of developing pathologies in the retromolar region. Findings can serve a framework for disease prevention and for the improvement of the quality of life of patients. The present study aims to justify the possibility of utilizing morphometric methods to foresee problems in the eruption of third molars.

Materials and Methods  A comprehensive morphometric study of the lower jaw and facial skeleton involves 100 skulls of Homo sapiens to identify the anatomical causes of problems with wisdom teeth eruption. All said skulls are divided in two groups: I: skulls with intact dentition; II: skulls with impacted third molars.

Results  This work allows detecting abnormalities in the eruption of the third molar with high probability of success. The abnormalities in point are considered not only those associated with the generally accepted parameters but also those that occur in the leptoprosopic face cases.

Conclusions  Face type and the structural features of the facial skeleton play a significant role in the abnormal eruption of the lower third molar.
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Introduction

The third molar retention and removal are one of the constantly relevant issues in modern dentistry.¹ Besides these, the range of dentists’ interests constitutes the eruptive characteristics of a potentially erupting molar, the impaction potential, and the consequences of partial eruption and teeth displacement.²,³

According to an extensive 10-year study on 8,000 patients in the United Kingdom, a fifth of all third molars were nonsymptomatic, while one-third molar was removed to prevent impaction. The remaining third molars were removed due to complaints or poor condition.⁴ The improper positioning of teeth leads to impaction or semi-impaction, especially in the lower jaw. Hence, the removal of third molars should not be so much a preventive measure as a therapeutic decision. Among tooth complications were follicular cysts, inflammatory processes of different severity, occlusal disturbances, pathologies in the hard tissue surrounding the neighboring teeth, and even neoplasms.

When erupting, third molars contribute to dental crowding in the lower jaw. Indications for the removal of impacted third molars are: (1) inflammation; (2) inability to use third molars to support the prosthetic; (3) preventive treatment to normalize second molars and tissues surrounding the third molars.

According to several reports, every fifth person has anatomically and functionally normal wisdom teeth.⁵ The remaining 80% removed their third molars prophylactically or by necessity.⁶ Among them, more than half underwent wisdom teeth removal after a complaint. Modern studies in this field pay considerable attention to impacted, semi-impacted, and embedded lower teeth.⁷-⁹ The lower jaw is exposed to speculation not by accident. Diseases associated with third molars or problems with their eruption
are found, according to various sources, two to eight times more often in the lower jaw than in the upper jaw.\textsuperscript{10}

The common treatment practice is to remove third molars before the tooth roots form, that is, above the age of 10. The rate of postoperative recovery is more rapid in young patients compared with the older population. Hence, it is recommended to remove third molars to prevent tooth displacement and impaction cases from developing.\textsuperscript{11} At the same time, opinions regarding the role of wisdom teeth in the development of overcrowding divide; some authors view the eruption of third molars as a provocative factor, while others do not assign a significant role to the said process.\textsuperscript{8,9,12}

Study on Turkish orthopaedic patients revealed more than a half (54\%) of symptomatic third molars. No significant gender differences were observed. Of all impacted third molars, 61\% were partially buried in the bone, while the remaining molars were completely buried. Patients were 20 to 39 years old when preventive removal is rather challenging.\textsuperscript{13} This work attempts to analyze third molars with respect to the face type (e.g., leptoprosopic, etc.). The results will permit the prediction of anomalies in the third molar eruption depending on the type of the patient’s face.

The purpose of this study is to justify the possibility of utilizing morphometric methods to foresee problems in the eruption of third molars. The research objective is to conduct a morphometric study of the lower jaws in adults with intact dentition and diagnosed with an impacted third molar. It is a small retromolar space that is the cause of third molar eruption. The research hypothesis is that smaller retromolar space leads to the abnormal eruption of wisdom teeth.

**Materials and Methods**

**Materials**
The study, which was conducted in 2018/2019, involves 100 skulls of young people aged 20 to 35 years. The skulls used here belong to Homo sapiens (53 males and 47 females). All Homo sapiens skulls were Caucasian. The mean age in the group is 26.0 ± 4.0 years (males, 28.0 ± 2.0; females, 24.0 ± 2.0).

Data on the said skulls were taken from the collection database of antropogenez.ru (anthropology website). Skulls belonging to other age groups were not studied, as the age range between 20 and 35 years is characterized by the complete formation of the skeleton, whereupon different parts, including the lower jaw, reach stabilization. For the subsequent analysis, the first group (Homo sapiens) was divided into two subgroups: (I) an intact dentition group (includes 60 skulls: 32 male and 28 female); and (II) a group with impacted third molars or an impaction group (includes 40 skulls: 21 male and 19 female). An even male/female distribution within groups allows a comparative study without gender bias. Inclusion criteria: healthy (intact) bite (intact dentition group); impacted third molars (impaction group). Each group was exposed to standard\textsuperscript{14} and nonstandard craniofmetrical analysis of the lower jaw and the face.

**Methods for Studying Skull Morphology**
The craniological analysis includes traditional and nonstandard measurements specifically selected within the framework of the study.

**Traditional Craniofmetrical Measurements**
1. Gonial angle (M 79).
2. Bicondylar breadth: Straight distance between the most lateral points on the two condyles (M 65).
3. Bi-coronoid breadth: Distance between the apices of the two coronoid processes (M 65 [1]).
4. Bi-gonial width: Distance between right and left gonion (M 66).
5. Mandibular length: Distance of anterior margin of the chin from a center point on a projected straight line placed along the posterior border of two mandibular angles (M 68).
6. Condyloid height: Distance between the most cranial point of the condyle and the gonion (M 70).
7. Retromolar width: Distance between the distal part of the second molar crown and the mental foramen.\textsuperscript{14}

**Nonstandard Craniofmetrical Measurements**
1. Mandibular length in the angle area: Distance between the intersection point on the straight line that in the occlusal plane descends from the tip of the cusp on the second molar to the anterior border of the ramus and the point at the cervical third of the same molar, on the distal surface.
2. Mandibular thickness in the retromolar region.
3. Mandibular height in the retromolar region.

Within each group, two additional characteristics were taken into account, gender and facial index (the length of the face divided by the breadth multiplied by 100).

**Measurements for Third Molars that Were Removed**
1. Mesiodistal crown dimensions.
2. Vestibule-oral crown dimensions.

All measurements were taken by a single researcher in triplicate and then processed with Past v. 3.0. The means and standard deviations were calculated. The differences between variables were significant at \( p \leq 0.05 \). To identify significant differences, an independent sample \( t \)-test was addressed.

**Results**
Differences were established between variables in the impaction group and variables in the intact dentition group, whereas lower values were found among the group of skulls with impacted third molars (\( \sim \) Table 1).

Differences in variables that are linked to the retromolar region and the mandibular length in the angle area are proven reliable. Morphological variables such as face width and face height significantly differ in men. Hence, gender is important when studying face morphology. The maximum face height was found in leptoprosopic skulls, while the minimum values were characteristic of euryprosopic skulls. The
mesoprosoptic skulls have the average values of face height. According to the FI data gathered for subgroup I, leptoprosoptic skulls have the average values of face height, and •coronoid breadth, mandibular length, ramus height, and the retromolar width. These findings indicate significant gender-based differences in the structure of the facial skeleton.

Significant differences were also obtained for the third molar crown dimensions ($p < 0.001$); men have third molar crowns 1.25 times larger in mesiodistal size (►Fig. 1) and 1.23 times larger in vestibulo-oral size.

The retromolar width is nothing more than the sum of distances, one from the distal part of the second molar crown to the anterior border of the ramus, and another from the anterior border to a mandibular foramen of the ramus mandibulae. The position of the foramen is gender independent. On average, the retromolar width is 18 mm in an adult. According to the present data, the retromolar width in the impaction group is approximately 27.5 mm in men and 26.2 mm in women. By subtracting 18 mm from these numbers, one will obtain the space necessary for the normal eruption of the third molar. In the impaction group, the length of this space is meant to be 9.5 mm in men and 8.4 mm in women, which does not comply with the mesiodistal size of the third molar given in ►Fig. 1.

As it follows from findings provided earlier, if the distance from the distal part of the second molar crown to the anterior
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The challenge of the eruption of the third molar has resulted from the evolution of the masticatory apparatus. At present, back teeth have almost completely lost their function due to the change of diet. 

Conclusions

This work allows detecting abnormalities in the eruption of the third molar with high probability of success. The abnormalities in point are considered not only those associated with the generally accepted parameters but also those that occur in the leptoprosopic face cases. Face type and the structural features of the facial skeleton play a significant role in the abnormal eruption of the lower third molar.

Data Availability

Data will be available on request.
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Discussion

Failure in the eruption of the third molar causes the appearance of embedded teeth. This displacement is the most common anomaly among others, one that accounts for almost three quarters of examined patients. Impaction and semi-impaction account for the remaining quarter. 

Dental procedures for tooth treatment or removal require a lot of time, which may cause some inconvenience to both doctors and patients. The tooth autotransplantation, for instance, may be complicated by root resorption. Nevertheless, these challenges do not affect the long-term overall outcome of prosthetics. From this it follows that third molars need to be extracted earlier in people having a certain type of face. This work shows the relationship between face type and detected abnormalities. The abnormal eruption of the third molar may result in malocclusion and consequently in facial soft tissue imbalance.

There is not enough room for all of the teeth in the lower jaw and the retromolar space is not big enough in size for the third molar to erupt normally. This may cause lower teeth to crowd, especially when there are additional teeth such as premolars and distomolars that are symptomatic. This was the case detected in Spain, where the majority of supernumerary teeth (78%) were impacted.

In people living during the Neolithic and Paleolithic era, the distance from the middle of the articular head to the central incisors was ranging from 110 to 124 mm (Heidelberg jaw). Today, it does not exceed 100 mm. The challenging and late eruption of the wisdom tooth is conditioned by the anatomy of the lower jaw. For instance, little room for the third molar has resulted from the evolution of the masticatory apparatus. At present, back teeth have almost completely lost their function due to the change of diet. So far, the reduction of the third molar causes the failure of eruption in many people. Therefore, studies on the possibility of predicting the abnormal eruption of the third molar continue to be relevant.

The frequency of various face types varies between ethnic groups. The face type defines the width of the mandible. For instance, individuals with a brachyfacial face have a significantly thicker mandibular shape as compared with individuals having a mesofacial type of face. At the same time, brachyfacial individuals have smaller mandibular inclination.

In this work, facial patterns were also examined, and a connection between facial patterns and the number of anomalies in the third molar was found.

Fig. 1 Sizes of third molar crowns in males and females.
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